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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m Dr. Sue Ishaq, Assistant Professor at the University of Maine, and I’ll be presenting our work on, “The effect of simulated warming ocean temperatures on the bacterial communities on the shells of healthy and epizootic shell-diseased American Lobster (Homarus americanus)”. This research is being conducted by myself, Grace Lee, Sarah M. Turner, Jean MacRae, Heather Hamlin, and Deborah Bouchard, and while it is still ongoing, you can find more information in Dr. Bouchard’s doctoral thesis from the University of Maine. This presentation is for the Ecological Society of America’s 2021 meeting.
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American lobster (Homarus americanus)
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Image: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/species/american-lobster

Marine crustaceans

Ecological impact not well studied in 
all lobster species

- Mid-trophic level: push energy 
from primary producers up the 
food chain)

- Scavenge detritus / turnover 
decaying material

Molt their shells to grow

Up to 100 year lifespan

Image: https://www.maine.gov/dmr/science-research/species/lobster/lobsterlicenseplate.html

Maine 
pronunciation 
guide: “lob-stah”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would first like to introduce the American lobster, Homarus americanus, which is a delicious marine crustacean that has made the state of Maine famous.  While the ecological impact of lobsters are not well studied in every species, generally, lobsters are mid-trophic level community members, who push energy from primary producers further up the food chain.  Lobsters are often scavengers, and in addition to any grazing they may do, they will scavenge detritus and assist in turning over decaying material in the ecosystem.  They molt their shells to grow, which they do regularly throughout their life, and the American lobster has been known to have up to a 100 year lifespan.
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Atlantic lobster industry

Image: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/species/american-
lobster#commercial

Image:penbaypilot.com/article/lobster-catch-
maine-down-southern-new-england/57279 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
American lobsters are fished throughout northern coastal United States, as seen in this map, and into Canada. Lobster traps, like this one in the photo on the left, are bated and sit on the ocean floor. Lobster trapping occurs in late June to late December, but here in Maine will occur year round.
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North Atlantic lobster industry

Image:penbaypilot.com/article/lobster-catch-
maine-down-southern-new-england/57279 

Source: Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lobster industry in Maine, more than in any other state in the United States, has dramatically increased its annual catch in the last few decades, shown here in the graph as ‘landings’ scaled as millions of pounds of lobster.  This has translated to huge economic growth in the Maine fishing industry, particularly in the last 40 years.
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Warming coastal waters pushing lobsters north

Source: https://www.climate.gov/news-features/climate-and/climate-lobsters

Gulf of Maine Gulf of Maine
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, historic overfishing, as well as warming coastal waters, are reducing the amount of lobsters caught in some locations, and the warming waters are also pushing lobster populations further north in search of cooler temperatures.  Lobsters can tolerate ocean temperatures up to 20 degrees celsius, but prolonged exposure to higher temperatures can adversely stress the animal.
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Epizootic shell disease (ESD)

Causative agent(s) unknown

Causes pitting or softening of the 
shell

- Is not known to kill a lobster 
directly

- Increases susceptibility to 
infection, predation, physical 
damage

Advancing rapidly in wild populations
- Connection to ocean warming? 

Image: 
https://www.vims.edu/research/departments/eaah/progra
ms/crustacean/research/lobster_shell_disease/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
American lobster populations are also being affected by epizootic shell disease, abbreviated as ESD. The causative microbial or viral agent or agents for ESD are unknown, but the effects are easily visible on the surface of the shell.  ESD causes pitting or softening of the shell, but is not known to directly cause death in a lobster.  Instead, the shell degradation increases the susceptibility of the animal to infection, predation, or physical damage.  This disease is advancing rapidly in wild populations, and previous research has focused on whether there might be a connection between the spread and severity of the disease and ocean warming.  However, this disease is difficult to identify prior to the development of physical signs, and many potential bacterial pathogens have been identified on apparently healthy lobsters. Thus, the cause of this disease has been difficult to identify.

https://www.vims.edu/research/departments/eaah/programs/crustacean/research/lobster_shell_disease/
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Experimental 
design
57 female lobsters 
collected from southern 
Maine coastal waters

Management zones F, G

Created with BioRender.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To explore the connection between lobster shell microbial communities, ocean water temperatures, and epizootic shell disease, a controlled experiment was run using wild caught lobsters kept in tanks.  57 female lobsters were caught from coastal waters in southern Maine, as indicated by the start of the arrow on the map.
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Experimental 
design
Lobsters were assessed for 
visible shell disease and 
scored by percent of shell 
covered (Smolowitz et al., 
2005)

- 0, no observable signs 
- 1, on 1 - 10% of shell
- 2, on 11 - 50% of shell 
- 3, on >50% of shell 

Created with BioRender.com
Image: Deborah Bouchard
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At time of capture, the lobsters were assessed for visible signs of shell disease, and scored by percent of the shell that was covered, according to the protocol by Smolowitz et al.  Visual examples of the stages of shell disease are shown in the images on the right.
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Experimental 
design
Lobsters were placed into 
separate tank systems 
based on 

A) Apparently healthy
B) Shell Disease Index 1 

- 3 

Lobsters housed in 
individual tanks 

Created with BioRender.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After capture and visual assessment, lobsters were placed into separate tank systems based on whether they were apparently healthy, as in, no visible disease signs, or whether they had some level of epizootic shell disease. The separate tank systems prevented tank water from sick lobsters coming into contact with healthy lobsters and obscuring the experimental design. These lobsters did not have bands on their claws to allow them to groom, but to prevent agonistic or fighting behavior, lobsters were housed in individual tanks within those two systems.
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Experimental 
design
2 weeks of adaptation 

Baseline sampling 
(summer)

- Tank water a 11℃

4 months later (winter)
- Tank water respective 

to regional simulation

10 months later (summer)
- Tank water respective 

to regional simulation
Created with BioRender.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lobsters were given 2 weeks to adapt to the tank conditions, which were kept at 11 degrees celsius as this was reflective of the summer water temperatures that the lobsters had been experiencing in the coastal water off of southern Maine prior to collection.  A swab sample was taken from their shell at this time to represent the baseline timepoint.  For the next four months, the tanks were kept at fluctuating temperatures which represented the ocean temperatures going from summer to winter of one of three geographic locations.  These locations were southern Maine, representing the average temperatures, northern Maine which were cooler temperatures overall, and southern New England which were warmer temperatures overall.  Swab samples from lobster shells was taken at this 4 month timepoint, representing winter, and then again 10 months later representing fluctuating ocean temperatures moving from winter back to summer temperatures at these three geographic locations.
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Experimental 
design
Samples collected at 3 
timepoints

- Shell bacterial 
community, lobster 
weight, lobster length, 
Shell Disease Index

A designated portion of the 
shell was swabbed to 
sample shell-associated 
microbial community

Created with BioRender.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the baseline, winter, and summer timepoints, swabs and other data were collected.  The swabs were used to determine the bacterial community on shells, and were taken from the same standardized portion of the shell each time, regardless of where on the shell lesions might be occurring.  Lobster weight, length, and shell disease index were measured, and if any of the lobsters molted or died this was noted.
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Experimental 
design
131 experimental samples, 
plus 10 controls

- PCR amplification and 
purification, 

- Illumina MiSeq ver. 4 
sequencing, 

- passed quality-control 
filtering.  

Sequences were processed 
using the R software platform, 
using DADA2, phyloseq, 
vegan, and assorted other 
packages.

Created with BioRender.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We ended up with 131 swab samples and 10 control samples which successfully passed PCR amplification of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene, sequencing by Illumina MiSeq, and quality control and filtering steps which occurred in the R statistical platform using the DADA2 and other packages.
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Bacterial richness on shells was same at 
baseline (as expected)

All lobsters collected from same location

Baseline is 2 weeks after collection, all at 11℃

Point shape = location the tank temperature will 
mimic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The baseline shell community samples we took were from lobsters 2 weeks after they were collected from the same ocean location, and sitting in tanks at 11 degrees Celsius. We didn’t see any difference in the number of different bacterial taxa found on shells between the geographic simulation groups at this point, which was expected.  
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Bacterial richness on shells affected by tank 
temperature
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After 4 months in tanks, all 
lobster shells hosted fewer 
bacterial taxa

Starting to see differences by 
simulated geographic ocean 
temp
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Four months later, when tanks experienced seasonal water temperatures that mimicked a different geographic location, we started to notice some changes.  Notably, all lobsters had fewer bacterial taxa on their shells, which was expected, because the ocean supports a much more diverse microbial community than tank water does.  But, we are noting some slight differences between our treatment groups already.
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After 10 months, lobster shells in warmer water 
host fewer different bacterial taxa
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After another 10 months at different geographic temperatures, we found that lobster shells in warmer water hosted fewer different bacterial taxa than those at cooler temperatures.
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Lobster shell bacterial community richness in 
warmer water were less variable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also noticed that bacterial community richness on lobster shells in warmer water was less variable, in that shells hosted more similar totals. We hypothesize that the warmer temperature puts more pressure on that bacterial community and only some species are able to live there, so the community is going to look the same, whereas the cooler temperature may support more variable bacterial communities.
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Tank temperature affects “who” is found on 
lobster shells

Summer, 
10 
months Baseline

Winter, 4 
months 

Distance calculated with unweighted Jaccard 
similarity
● only considers the presence or absence of a 

bacterial taxa, not how many of that taxa 
might be present
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We confirmed that the shell bacterial community itself was altered by warmer ocean temperatures by using community similarity and ordinations.  Here, we are using unweighted Jaccard similarity, which only considers the presence or absence of a bacterial taxa, not how many of that taxa might be present.  This measure tells us if the same bacteria are present or not on different shells.  Each point represents an entire bacterial community from one shell, and the points are spaced on the graph based on how similar that community is on different lobster shells. Points that are closer together represent shells that host similar bacteria, while points further away host different bacterial taxa. At baseline, all our samples cluster together, meaning that all lobster shells more or less hosted similar bacterial communities to each other at the start of the experiment.  But the samples 4 months later, in winter, are further away, indicating that the community members are somewhat different.  By the next summer, the bacterial taxa in our samples are different from what they were before, and they have differentiated by simulated ocean temperature.  This means that tank temperature is selecting for different bacterial taxa on lobster shells over time.
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Tank temperature affects abundance of each 
bacterial taxa found on lobster shells

Summer, 
10 
months 

Baseline

Winter, 4 
months 

Distance calculated with weighted Bray-
Curtis similarity
● considers the presence/absence 

of a bacterial taxa
● AND how many of that taxa 

might be present (abundance)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can look at the bacterial communities another way by using weighted Bray-Curtis similarity, which considers the presence or absence of a bacterial taxa, and how many of that taxa might be present.  This measure tells us if the overall community has changed, because even if the identify of the bacteria isn’t changed perhaps how abundant they are does.  Similar to the previous graph, at baseline, all our samples cluster together, meaning that all lobster shells more or less hosted similar bacterial communities to each other.  Again we see a spacing out of our samples after 4 months, in the winter, and then again 10 months later in the summer samples, meaning they are again hosting somewhat different bacterial communities to what they started with, But, this graph looks slightly different in that there isn’t as much clustering separating the winter and the summer samples. Instead, they blend together more and ocean temperature, as seen in the color scale, is what separates them on that vertical swath of points to the left.  This means that when we are considering just which microbes are there, as in the previous graph, the time of sampling was an important factor, and there may be some bacterial taxa that only occur at certain times.  But here, when considering which microbes and how many, we see that that water temperature is more important that time, because of that blending of the timepoints.  This likely means that those bacteria which only occur at a certain time are not very abundant in our samples and do not make up the majority of the community represented by each point.  Instead, temperature may be affecting who can survive and how many of them do.
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Subtle changes to the bacterial community in     
healthy vs. epizootic shell diseased 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also found some differences in the relative abundance of bacterial taxa which were identified as important members of the lobster shell community associated with epizootic shell disease in fresh-caught lobsters off the coast of New England. Significantly important (p < 0.05) taxa were identified using a permutational random forest algorithm, performed on a data subset consisting only of the fresh-caught, baseline lobster shell samples. Log relative abundance is shown in the color scale, in which purple means it was not found or only in very very low abundance, and yellow was much more abundant. Columns are individual lobster shell samples, which are panelled by the Shell Disease Index ranking: 0, no observable disease; 1, disease on 1 - 10% of the shell; 2, disease on 11 - 50% of the shell; and 3, disease on >50% of the shell. Model accuracy is 79%.  Even though there is too much information on this figure to see all the detail, we can see that the pattern of yellow and green squares is different between healthy lobsters on the left panel and shell diseased lobsters on the right panels, which means that the bacteria which were important to defining those healthy or disease states were different taxa.
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Broader impacts of this work
New England lobster industry survey:

- Been lobster fishing for decades

- Most have significant financial 
investments in their business (personal 
funds, loans)

- 9 - 36% have not finished high school

- In Maine especially, few local economic 
alternatives

Surveyed by Gulf of Maine Research Institute, 2008, 
http://www.lobstermen.com/wp-
content/uploads/2009/10/RES_DH_reports_Lobster-Socioec-
Survey.pdf

Image: https://pixabay.com/photos/boating-lobster-
fisherman-fishing-1343347/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to wanting to understand the interaction of climate change, microbiomes, and disease in lobsters, this research has broader impacts which include the lobster fishing industry in Maine and other coastal areas.  In previous assessments, people in the Maine lobster industry have heavily invested their time, money, and equipment resources and are often located in areas without local alternative economic or educational opportunities.  A collapse of the industry would have significant social and economic impacts, and we hope that this research can also be used to improve targeted wild catch or improve aquaculture rearing in order to support both humans and the ocean ecosystem. 

http://www.lobstermen.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/RES_DH_reports_Lobster-Socioec-Survey.pdf
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